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Disclaimer
This report was prepared for the Revelstoke Bear Aware Society by the Revelstoke
Bear Aware Coordinator Maggie Spizzirri in 2020. For past detailed information
please see the previous report (https://revelstokebearaware.org/about-us/
documents/).
The goal of the Society is to produce a document in accordance with the guidelines
of the British Columbia Provincial Bear Smart Program. The document will guide the
City of Revelstoke and surrounding Columbia Shuswap Regional District through
recommendations to reduce conflicts between people and bears. The best possible
information available was used to create this document and no liability is assumed
with respect to the use and application of the information it contains.

Photo: Kevin Couenen
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Summary
People create a number of odours and food sources that attract both black and
grizzly bears into the community of Revelstoke. Opportunistic bears enter the
community to feed on these attractants, causing a potential safety hazard to
residents. If a bear remains in the City feeding on available garbage or unmanaged
fruit trees, the bear may become food conditioned to these food sources and
habituated to people. The bear becomes a potential threat and in many cases is
destroyed. Continually destroying these bears each year is not an effective solution
to the problem. These bears may be replaced the following season by additional
bears that will feed on the same attractants and will once again come into conflict
with people.
The two most significant attractants bringing bears into Revelstoke are garbage and
fruit; and our citizens need to know how to reduce their risk of conflicts. The
following are therefore the highest priority actions:
a.
b.
c.

Implement a bear resistant municipal solid waste management system.
Fruit trees must be managed, fruit must be picked, and fallen fruit needs to
be collected.
Revelstoke Bear Aware Society education program has proven to be
effective and should be continued.

In 2002, the BC Ministry of the Environment created the “Bear Smart” community
initiative. It is a voluntary, proactive program, which encourages communities to
work together to identify the root causes of human-bear conflict, and reduce the
risk to human safety as well as decrease the number of bears destroyed each year.
One of the requirements for a community to achieve Bear Smart status is to
prepare a Bear Hazard Assessment, and then a Human-bear Conflict Plan. In 2009,
with an update in 2013, the Bear Hazard Assessment was completed for
Revelstoke and surrounding area.
This document offers a simplified approach to reducing bear attractants. In Part
One, we describe the current status of bear-human conflicts and current actions in
Revelstoke, and in Part Two, we suggest actions to further reduce conflicts, thus
keeping our community safer and the bears wild.
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Part One: History and Current status of human-bear
conflicts
1.1 History of Human-Bear Conflict in Revelstoke
The Revelstoke Bear Aware program began in 1996 as the Revelstoke Bear
Management Committee. In 2004 the Committee created a registered charity,
Revelstoke Bear Aware Society. This community educational program has proven
to be successful in reducing bear-human conflict. Figure 1 below shows a dramatic
decrease in the number of bears destroyed each year since the mid-1990's, due to
electric fencing at the landfill, changes at the municipal and provincial levels, and
Revelstoke Bear Aware's community education program.

Figure 1: Bear management actions in Revelstoke 1986-2019
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1.2 Bear Hazard Map
A Bear Hazard Map was created, with the help of Parks Canada, based on
information collected between 2009 and 2019 (Figure 2) from Revelstoke Bear
Aware Society and the BC Conservation Officer Service. Locations where the action
taken was to destroy the bear are marked using a red bear. Sightings where an
attractant was present are shown using different coloured bear symbols; the
number of incidents involving each attractant type, a destroyed bear, or a sighting
without an attractant is noted on the map’s legend.
In cases where there has been more than one incident reported at the same
location only one bear symbol will show on the map, according to the order
identified on the legend. For example, if there was a bear feeding on garbage and
birdfeeders at the same location, the green garbage bear symbol would appear on
the map.
A density analysis was done for garbage and fruit sightings. The relative bear
observation density is shown in green for garbage and purple for fruit. This analysis
identifies areas where there have been multiple observations of bears feeding on
fruit or garbage in approximately the same location. The areas of highest density
are displayed as darker colours.
From the map we learn that bears are seen throughout the community. Areas of
highest concern are those that are adjacent to active wildlife interfaces and near
commonly used bear travel corridors. Active wildlife interfaces occur in the
neighbourhoods adjacent to Mount Revelstoke National Park, the Columbia River,
the Illecillewaet River and Mount Mackenzie.
Mapping the locations where bears feed on garbage and fruit allows for a better
understanding of the problem areas in the community and highlights where to make
changes and target education from the Revelstoke Bear Aware program. This
information will be addressed further in the solid waste and fruit tree sections of this
report.
Commonly used bear travel corridors and frequently used areas for bear security
cover are located on the Bear Hazard Map in yellow bear travel corridors are areas
where bears travel at certain times of the year to access different habitats. Areas
used for security cover are areas where a bear goes to avoid contact with people.
Bears may bring garbage to these locations, creating “garbage stashes” to feed on.
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Figure 2: Bear Hazard Map for the City of Revelstoke
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1.3 Bear Attractants
People create a number of odours and food sources that attract bears into our
community. Bears that are traveling through or close to Revelstoke will enter
people’s properties to feed on these attractants.
Between 2005 and 2019, there were 2,524 complaint calls made to the RAPP line
and Revelstoke Bear Aware. To gain a better understanding of the non-natural bear
attractants present and to determine which attractants were most significant, a pie
chart was created. Figure 3 shows that in 54% of calls the attractant identified was
garbage. Fruit trees (33%) and livestock related (5%) attractants were also
noteworthy. Other attractants observed include pet food, birdfeeders, grain,
compost, barbeques, and outdoor freezers.

Figure 3: Bear Attractants Reported to Revelstoke Bear Aware and the RAPP
line between 2005 and 2019.
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Residential Garbage
Residential garbage is the single largest
attractant bringing bears into
Revelstoke. Bears access garbage on
porches, in sheds, in carports and
beside houses. Many residents
understand the importance of securing
garbage and go to great lengths to
secure their garbage, while others have
become complacent, or don't
understand it's important.
There are approximately 465 residents
Bear scat containing a plastic bag, found in
who live in mobile home parks and a
Southside. Photo: Verena Blasy, 2008
number of residents who live in homes
without enclosed garages or basements and have limited options for securing
garbage. Two of the high-density garbage (green) areas on the Bear Hazard Map
cover large mobile home parks that are adjacent to wildlife corridors (Columbia Park
and Southside). It should also be noted that in the green coloured area of Columbia
Park, many of the homes have carports rather than enclosed garages.
In 2017 the City implemented a new Garbage Collection and Wildlife Attractant
Bylaw (#2178) which: prohibits garbage from being brought to the curb until 6 a.m.
on collection day, states that it must be removed from the curb by 8 p.m. on
collection day, and requires residents to store garbage in a secure manner outside
of this time. Residential garbage in the City of Revelstoke is collected by means of
curb-side pickup, with approximately 3000 pickup locations. The garbage
collection day is the same every week and is broken into 4 different City areas. This
provides an easy to remember collection day for residents. The new bylaw also lists
bear attractants and management requirements such as fruit, compost, bird
feeders, freezers and more.
Commercial and Multi-residential garbage
Over the last 5 years there were an average of 14 reports per year concerning
bears accessing garbage in dumpsters. The majority of dumpsters in Revelstoke
have a steel top lid, but are not bear resistant. Locks secure many of the
dumpsters, but there still remain a large number that are left open or not secured.
Occasionally dumpsters observed to be overflowing. Pick up of multi-residential,
some commercial, and city dumpsters, is contracted to a private waste collection
company, Waste Management. In 2016 Bresco started converting a number of bins
to bear resistant bins. In 2019 Waste Management purchased Bresco and the hope
is they will continue to replace all non-bear resistant bins with bear resistant bins.
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In 2017, the remaining open-topped City garbage cans were replaced with certified
bear resistant cans.

New bear resistant can across from the
Community Center, 2011. All City-owned
garbage cans are now bear-resistant.
Photo: Janette Vickers

Bear at dumpster in 2007. Photo: Darrell Goodman

Fruit Trees
In Revelstoke and the nearby regional district, many properties have fruit trees.
Cherries, plums, apples, and pears all grow well here.
The City has shown support for removal of fruit trees on City property. In 2018, the
City removed rogue trees on City property that were causing human-bear conflict.
Rogue fruit trees, often a result of fruit trees growing from seed-containing bear
scat, remain in a number of vacant lots and fields in the community, but the majority
of trees are located on private property.
Most private homeowners maintain their fruit trees and pick their fruit as it ripens,
however some don’t and this results in ripe fruit attracting bears. Many rental
properties have unmanaged fruit trees due to landlords not removing unmanaged
trees, and tenants not being committed to picking the fruit. The Bear Hazard Map
shows the areas of greatest concern are in Southside and Arrow Heights.
Revelstoke Bear Aware provides pruning and electric fence workshops to help
homeowners manage their fruit trees.
Revelstoke Bear Aware runs the Gleaning Project during each summer and fall as
the fruits ripen. If a resident is unable or unwilling to harvest their own fruit, Gleaning
Project volunteers harvest it, take some fruit as payment for their efforts, and
donate the remaining fruit to the Food Bank. The Gleaning Project has been very
successful resulting in a large quantity of fruit being donated to the Community
11
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Connections Food Bank, higher food security, and significantly reduced fruit
availability to bears. Revelstoke Bear Aware has seen a large increase in popularity
of the Gleaning Project has developed a Revelstoke Fruit Share website
(revelstokefruitshare.org) to help residents manage their fruit without relying on the
Gleaning Program volunteers and can search out their own volunteers.
Livestock and Apiaries
As noted on the Bear Hazard Map and seen in Figure 3, there were a number of
incidents relating to livestock (which includes livestock feed) and bears have been
destroyed as a result. It should be noted that a property owner where legally held
livestock is being threatened is more likely to make a complaint call, compared to
bears accessing garbage, and that these calls are also more likely to result in a
management action.
Currently the City's Animal Control Bylaw (#2183) outlines restrictions and
conditions for keeping livestock.
Other Attractants
Other things that have attracted bears into our
community include pets and pet food,
birdfeeders, unmanaged compost, outdoor
freezers, dirty barbeques, and spilled grain along
the railway tracks. All of these attractants are
much less significant compared with fruit and
garbage, but should be addressed. It is difficult to
identify these attractants on the Bear Hazard
Map, as in many cases there is also garbage or
fruit attracting the bear to the neighbourhood.
In the majority of calls where one of these
attractants was identified, the location was near a
commonly used bear travel corridor.
Bear at birdfeeder. Photo: Zuzana Riha

Grease Barrels
Grease barrels have not been identified as an
attractant in any of the complaint calls received between 2005 and 2019. On a
survey of the restaurants in Revelstoke the majority now have proper grease
containers and meet the new Garbage Collection and Wildlife Attractant Bylaw
(#2178) requirements around grease barrels.
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Although the Bear Hazard Map shows that sightings of bears occur throughout
Revelstoke, fortunately there are not any restaurants located beside a bear corridor
or interface.

1.4 Community Spaces
Although it must be accepted that the potential to encounter a bear exists in any
part of the community and that it is not possible to accurately predict bear activity
from year to year, the aim of this section of the report is to identify areas that have a
higher potential than others for bear encounters. This is based on the historical
activity as reported to the RAPP line and Revelstoke Bear Aware, previous
Revelstoke Bear Aware annual reports, the presence of security cover and
commonly used bear travel corridors, the presence of natural and non-natural bear
attractants, and walking and driving around the community.
Wildlife Corridors and Interfaces
Active wildlife interfaces occur in neighbourhoods adjacent to Mount Revelstoke
National Park, the Columbia River, the Illecillewaet River and Mount Mackenzie.
These areas provide natural food sources including wild berries and vegetation as
well as providing shelter for bears. Of particular concern is CPR hill located at the
base of Mount Revelstoke. In this neighbourhood the houses are surrounded by
thick forest, which is bear habitat.
School yards
Revelstoke School District #19 is comprised of three elementary schools and one
secondary school. Sightings at each of the schools are reported in most years, with
more reports at Arrow Heights Elementary than the other schools. Bear travel
corridors are close to all of the schools.
The two schools of greatest concern are Arrow Heights and Columbia Park. Both
of these schools have “short cuts” where children walk to school through forested
areas.
All schools now have certified bear resistant garbage bins. However, many houses
surrounding the schools do not secure their garbage. In 2018, the Columbia Park
Elementary school had to impose a temporary lock down of the students as a black
bear refused to move along from the playground.
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Field located at back of Columbia Park Elementary

Parks and Pathway Systems
The City of Revelstoke has a lengthy River Trail pathway system, three large
community parks (including Williamson Lake
Park and Campground), six smaller
neighbourhood parks and several other park
areas.
City Parks and River Trail Pathway System
The City of Revelstoke began
implementation of bear resistant garbage
cans along the River Trail pathway system
and City Parks in 1999 and presently all of
the garbage bins that are City owned are
bear resistant.

Certified bar resistant garbage cans at Queen
Elizabeth Park

Campgrounds
There are three campgrounds located in the City of Revelstoke, three privately
owned and one City owned.
The KOA Campground, Williamson Lake Campground and Boulder Mountain
Resort all have a bear resistant garbage solution in place.
Lamplighter Campground located in the Big Eddy neighbourhood, does not have
certified bear resistant garbage cans, but the owner ensures garbage is secured in
a home made bear resistant bin and stores the garbage in a building in the evening.
There are also mountain ash trees located in the campground. Mountain Ash
berries are a natural food of bears.
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Golf Course
There is one golf course in Revelstoke, located in Columbia Park. Bears have
been sighted on the golf course in the past few years. There is an open garbage
can located at each tee off on the course. The garbage cans are emptied daily, but
not necessarily at the end of the day, and it’s possible that garbage may remain in
them over night. There are also apple trees on the course. Some trees are partly
harvested by players.
Queen Victoria Hospital and Mount Cartier Extended Care Cottages
Queen Victoria Hospital and Mount Cartier Extended Care Cottages are located in
Arrow Heights on Newlands Road. The facilities back on to a heavily forested area.
There have been a few bear sightings in the area over the past few years, but the
area was not identified as a commonly traveled bear corridor on the Bear Hazard
Map.
At the back of Mount Cartier Extended Care Cottages there are paved walkways
and a fenced in seating area. Residents that are able can use the seated area, but
do not leave this area unless accompanied by a caregiver. The area has a medium
to high potential for bear human conflict.

Area behind Mount Cartier Extended Care Cottages included a fenced
sitting area and paved walking paths.

Bridge Creek Spawning Channel
Bridge Creek spawning channel is located within the City of Revelstoke. It enters
the Illecillewaet River about 1 km upstream of the Fourth Street bridge, and is close
to trailer parks and popular dog walking trails. Although the number of spawning
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fish has decreased, up until 2019 there were still adequate fish population that both
black and grizzly bears have been sighted in the area feeding on the fish. Grizzly
bears can be active in the spring and fall months in this area.
The annual Kokanee Fish Festival,
run by the North Columbia
Environmental Society, occurs
each fall. Elementary students
from all local schools and home
schools spend a day learning
about kokanee and the habitat.
Bear Aware education has
continually been included in this
program. Volunteers from the
Rod and Gun Club monitor bear
activity in the area during the
festival.

“Caution Bears in Area” sign at Bridge Creek
Spawning Channel, 2009

Canadian Pacific Rail Yard
The main line of CP rail, containing a large rail yard, runs along the north part of
Revelstoke. Grain that spills along Canadian Pacific tracks inside and outside of
town is a particularly appealing food source to bears, and might draw bears into
our community. Yellow bear symbols on the Bear Hazard Map represent bear
sightings where spilled grain is the attractant identified. In most years, calls are
made to the RAPP line and to Revelstoke Bear Aware regarding bears feeding on
grain along the track. Although no reports concerning bears and grain were made
in 2019, grain filled bear scat was found in a residential area within about 100 m of
the CPR yard.
Canadian Pacific has indicated an interest in working with Bear Aware more
proactively. Bear Aware has made a survey of wild fruit trees in Revelstoke and
found many on CPR property.
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"
Canadian Pacific rail yard Revelstoke

Revelstoke Mountain Resort (RMR), Ski Hill Development
RMR plans to increase the summer draw of tourists and expand into a true fourseason resort. In 2018 the resort built a mountain coaster and in 2019 the resort
expanded to include mountain biking, an aerial course, axe throwing and more, all
to be used during the summer months. Moving forward it will be important to
ensure bear safety education is in place for both staff and visitors. The development
on and at the base of the mountain will have implications to bear habitat in the area
and create the potential to increase conflict between bears and people.
Mount Revelstoke National Park
As seen on the Bear Hazard Map (Figure 2), Mount Revelstoke National Park is a
large protected wilderness area located on the north-eastern edge of Revelstoke.
The area provides prime black and grizzly bear habitat and the opportunity for
visitors to gain access to the alpine for hiking. Bear activity in the area is heavily
monitored by Parks Canada with weekly reports and signs posted at trailheads
indicating bear activity. All attractants are managed by Parks Canada and only bearresistant bins are used.
Parks Canada provides in-kind support to Revelstoke Bear Aware, including advice
from their biologists and the use of office supplies. A representative from Parks
Canada regularly attends our Board meetings.
In 2018 and 2019, Mount Revelstoke National Park experienced an increase in
Grizzly activity and people walking their dogs off-leash. This is resulted in an
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incident with a Grizzly bear. Parks Canada is considering banning dogs at the top of
Mount Revelstoke due to safety reasons.

1.5 Preventive Measures in Place
Revelstoke Bear Aware Education Program
A comprehensive Bear Aware education program has been in place in the City of
Revelstoke since 2004. Revelstoke Bear Aware Society aims to reduce bear-human
conflict through community education, and we offer initiatives to help people reduce
their bear attractants. The program is designed to reach Revelstoke residents,
businesses, and visitors.
The society receives in-kind support and advice from the City of Revelstoke, the
Columbia Shuswap Regional District, the BC Conservation Officer Service, Parks
Canada, local businesses, and concerned members of the community.
A Community Coordinator is contracted to work part time throughout the year to
carry out the education program and oversee our initiatives. During summer and fall
the society has a second contractor to coordinate the Gleaning Program.
Our educational program includes school and public presentations, social media
postings, special events and demonstrations (e.g. Bear Aware Affair, electric
fencing, tree pruning) media articles and interviews, placing Bear in Area signs
where bears are active, sharing materials with nearby provincial park operators,
door to door visits, our website at revelstokebearaware.org, and more. See
Appendix 1 for a list of programs delivered in person, in 2019.
The Gleaning Coordinator organizes volunteers to pick the fruit of homeowners
who, for a variety of reasons, cannot pick their own fruit, and distribute it to the
food bank, a local distillery, and local farmers. In 2019 over 50 volunteers picked
4400 lbs of fruit that was distributed to volunteers and the Revelstoke Food Bank.
Revelstoke Bear Aware also runs a fruit share website where pickers and owners of
fruit trees can pair themselves up. Due to the overwhelming success of the
Gleaning Program, starting in 2020, a limit of two organized gleanings will be
provided per household, for non-medical/emergency occasions. The homeowner
will be encouraged to take action themselves by either picking their own fruit or
utilizing the Fruit Share website or the cost share program.
We also offer two cost share programs. Homeowners who have proof of purchase
for an approved bear-resistant storage bin can apply for a $300 reimbursement
from us. Similarly, people who have removed a fruit tree from their urban property
can apply for $100 when they show a paid invoice from a tree service company.
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For a complete description of the Revelstoke Bear Aware community education
program and initiatives, read the 2019 Annual Report at: https://
revelstokebearaware.org/bear-aware-publishes-its-2019-annual-report

1.6 Solid Waste Management
Garbage has been identified as the single largest attractant drawing bears into
Revelstoke. When bears are allowed to access human food and garbage, they
quickly learn to associate it with people and become what is referred to as foodconditioned. These bears lose their fear of humans and become habituated to
people and a potential threat. It is of utmost importance that when bears enter our
communities that they do not find garbage.
There are approximately 465 mobile trailer or manufactured homes in Revelstoke,
representing approximately 16% of single-family residences. Residents in mobile
homes often have limited ability to secure their household waste. There are also a
large number of homes that have carports, particularity in the Columbia Park area,
which may have limited ability to secure garbage and where residents are unwilling
to store garbage in their basement.
Waste Management, a private waste
management company, currently
unloads the existing commercial and
multi residential dumpsters in the City
of Revelstoke.
Potential options for garbage
collection in Revelstoke are:
• the use of clip-type bear
resistant polycarts, or
• A combination system of bear
resistant polycarts and bear
resistant dumpsters in areas of Ravens commonly spread garbage, photo Michael
Morris 2008
greatest hazard.
One of the advantages with respect to residential polycarts, is that residents are
accountable for the quantity of garbage they bring to the curb.
It should also be noted that not only do bear resistant polycarts prevent bears from
assessing garbage they will also prevent ravens, rats, and dogs from gaining
access to garbage. Although ravens and rats don’t pose a threat to people’s safety,
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they are a nuisance. They spread garbage around, increasing the smell and
potentially leading to an increased bear attractant.
Centralized Community Bins
Centralized certified bear resistant garbage bins have proven to be an effective
means of preventing access of bears to garbage in the communities of Jasper
(Philipp 2000), Canmore (Canmore Solid Waste Services, 2000), Lake Louise and
Banff. They coupled the new bin installation with an education program and clear
communication on their website and printed materials. In this system, a bear
resistant dumpster is placed approximately every 30 households, allowing for a
means of securing garbage at all times. The implementation of centralized bins has
a high implementation cost, but has been determined to be more cost effective
than curbside pick-ups in the long run (Philipp 2000).
In Whistler, three main centralized areas are available for residents to drop their
garbage off in certified bear resistant containers. These areas are at the local
landfill, by the grocery store, and in the industrial park.
Retrofitted Regular Garbage Cans
In Squamish, garbage cans have been retrofitted with a bear resistant clip system in
areas where high bear activity has been observed. The clips are manually closed by
the homeowner and need to be left open on the day of garbage collection. The
company “Critter Guard” makes this retrofit for standard garbage cans that are
compatible with a semi or automated lifter. The cost of the Critter Guard retrofit is
approximately $90.00 to an existing garbage can. Rollins Machinery is also
manufacturing a retrofit, which is available for cans and is compatible with
European style semi and fully automated arm systems.
Bear Resistant Polycarts
In the past few years manufacturers have developed several styles of bear resistant
polycarts. Not all of the available containers are the same. Each has a different
latching or closing system, and most are large requiring an automated lifter arm to
facilitate lifting and dumping. All available bins have now been thoroughly tested
and a program is put in place between communities and manufacturers to ensure
that any broken parts are replaced quickly and efficiently. In 2017 Golden
implemented this strategy and saw 0 bears killed the following 2 years.
Hybrid System
In Fernie a combination of polycarts and centralized bins are utilized. The
centralized bins are located in areas with mobile homes and houses without
garages.
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Composting
Composting in bear country requires extra diligence to ensure the compost does
not begin to smell and attract bears. In 2018 Banff installed centralized composting
and has seen great success in the new program. The community of Banff has
included composting in their centralized bin collection. More information can be
found here on Banff composting: https://banff.ca/414/Composting-Food-andFood-Soiled-Paper.

Options for Revelstoke
Considering the Columbia Shuswap Regional District's and City of Revelstoke’s
support for the composting station being built at the landfill, composting should be
included as part of a bear resistant garage collection system.
The City may wish to consider implementing a hybrid garbage/compost system.
Centralized bins for garbage and for compost would be ideal for locations with tight
housing and no garages as mobile home parks. Bear-resistant polycarts for
garbage and for compost can be used in locations such as Arrow Heights, where
the majority of houses have garages or other location to secure their garbage.

1.7 Bylaw Review
The City of Revelstoke currently has three bylaws that are relevant:
• Bylaw #2178, Garbage Collection and Wildlife Attractant Bylaw (#2178)
(which replaced #2178, Recycling and Waste Management in April 2017)
• Bylaw #1378, Unsightly Premises.
• Bylaw #2183, Animal Control Bylaw.
The Garbage Collection and Wildlife Attractant Bylaw (#2178) restricts the placing
of garbage on the curb the night before garbage collecting stating that garbage
must be put out at 6 a.m. on the day of collection. It states that all garbage must be
secured at all times and that all fruit trees must be managed and windfall raked up
with 3 days. Compliance with this bylaw has been high. However with the influx of
new residents in Revelstoke compliance has seen a decrease especially on weeks
following a statutory holiday as noted during garbage tagging campaigns
performed by the Revelstoke Bear Aware program.
The BC Provincial Wildlife Act prohibits a person from feeding or attracting
dangerous wildlife to one's property. In the Wildlife Act, a Conservation Officer can
issue a Dangerous Wildlife Protection Order. If this is not complied with, a fine may
be issued. This is an important means of enforcing clean-up of bear attractants, but
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is very time consuming for the Conservation Officers and requires a return trip from
their offices in Golden to ensure compliance. Although appropriate where a problem
exists with repeat offenders, it is not a practical solution as a means of enforcement
for residents who leave out their garbage.

1.8 Review of Planning and Decision-Making Documents
The City of Revelstoke’s Revelstoke Official Community Plan (OCP) is under review,
and will be finalized in 2020. The Mount Revelstoke National Park’s Management
Plan is also under review in 2020. The Columbia-Shuswap Reginal District has
submitted permits to the City of Revelstoke to have a composting facility built at the
Revelstoke landfill and will be implementing an education program to reduce waste.
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Part Two: Actions to further reduce human-bear
conflicts
In Part Two, we suggest actions to further reduce bear-human conflicts in our
community. Further reduction and elimination of attractants will save time and
money for individuals, the City, Regional District and Provincial Government. While
management of problem bears is the responsibility of the provincial Conservation
Officer Service, the management of waste and attractants are the responsibility of
the regional district and municipal governments as well as individual residents.

2.1 Bear attractants
The single most effective way to prevent human-bear conflict in Revelstoke is to
decrease the availability of household garbage.
When recommendations are made the following should be taken into consideration:
• Homes with limited ability to secure garbage, especially mobile home parks.
• The location of a neighbourhood with relation to bear travel corridors and
wildlife interfaces.
• Absence of residents on garbage collection day including second-home
owners, or short-term residents.
• Future composting initiatives that may impact the amount of garbage
generated per household.
• New developments should ensure that secure garbage storage is designed
into new homes.
Residential Garbage
Recommendation Action

Leader

Priority

Cost

Timing

1. City Environmental Committee to make
recommendations to the City on how to create
a bear resistant solid waste management
system.

City
Environment
Committee,
Public Works

Highest

High

2020

2. Public education on bylaws and the proper
storage of garbage, including residents,
businesses, newcomers, and short-term
residents.

City
RBAS

High

Low

Ongoing

3. Continue the cost-share program for bear
resistant storage bins

RBAS

High

High

Ongoing
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Commercial and Multi-residential garbage
Recommendation/Action

Leader

Priority

cost

timing

4. Amend the Garbage Collection bylaw to
require all publicly accessible dumpsters to be
certified bear resistant.

City

High

Low

2020

5. Amend the development bylaw to require all
new developments to have certified bear
resistant bins in their plans.

City

High

Low

2020

Recommendation/Action

Leader

Priority

cost

timing

6. Use the Bear Hazard Map to target
education to areas of high fruit-related bear
activity.

RBAS

High

Low

Ongoing

7. Provide education on pruning to reduce fruit
and to make fruit picking more manageable.

City
RBAS

Med

Low

Ongoing

8. Look into options to deter bears including
motion sprinklers and electric fencing.

RBAS

Med

Low

Ongoing

9. Identify rogue/unmanaged fruit trees on
empty lots or fields and encourage their
removal.

RBAS/
Property
owners

High

Med

Ongoing

10. Continue the cost-share program for
removing unwanted fruit trees

RBAS

High

Med

Ongoing

11. Continue administering the “Gleaning
Project” program linking homeowners with
unwanted fruit and volunteers, and distributing
fruit in the community.

Homeowners/ High
RBAS/
Food bank/
Volunteers

Low

Ongoing

Fruit trees

12. Encourage homeowners and fruit pickers to RBAS
link up independently using the Fruit Share
website.

High

Low

Ongoing

13. Encourage property owners of unmanaged/ RBAS
unwanted fruit trees to replace them with nonfruit bearing trees.

Med

Low

Ongoing

14. Use GIS mapping to identify the location of
poorly managed fruit trees to aid in bylaw
enforcement.

Med

Med

Ongoing

City/RBAS
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Livestock and Apiaries
Recommendation/Action

Leader

Priority

cost

timing

15. Education on the importance of secure
storage of livestock feed and securing
chickens in a building at night, and an
awareness of the relevant bylaw.

RBAS
City

High

Low

Ongoing

16. Provide information to rural and city
residents on electric fencing and encourage its
use around chicken coops.

CSRD/RBAS

High

Med

Ongoing

17. Look at properties on an individual case
basis within the City of Revelstoke regarding
suitability for electric fencing.

City/RBAS

High

Med

Ongoing

Recommendation/Action

Leader

Priority

cost

timing

17. Continue education on the need to secure
or manage pet food, greasy barbeques,
compost, outdoor freezers and birdfeeders.

RBAS

High

Low

Ongoing

High

Low

Ongoing

Priority

cost

timing

19. Encourage restaurant owners to use wildlife City
resistant grease containers.
RBAS

High

Low

Ongoing

20. Encourage restaurants to fence or contain
grease containers in a building.

Low

High

Ongoing

Other Attractants

18. If/when composting is implemented in
RBAS/City/
Revelstoke, ensure that compost is collected in CSRD
certified bear resistant bins.

Grease Barrels
Recommendation/Action

Leader

City
RBAS
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2.2 Community Spaces
The recommendations and actions below are aimed at reducing both natural and
non-natural bear and other bear attractants in the community. As previously
described Revelstoke is surrounded by excellent bear habitat with active bear travel
corridors running through the community. Even when all of the above actions are
taken it is not possible to completely eliminate the chances of encountering a bear,
only to reduce the potential for conflict between bears and people.
In Revelstoke, signs warning about the possibility of encountering bears should be
located in four areas; on the River Trail system, Bridge Creek, the Greenbelt and
near the Big Eddy Park. There are many other locations where it is likely that a bear
encounter is possible, but it is not possible to sign all of the potential areas for bear
encounters. It is unlikely there would be public support for signage throughout the
City and likely the effectiveness of such signage would be lost if a large number of
signs were erected. It is more reasonable in Revelstoke to educate the residents
regarding bear encounters and their avoidance. Bear safety information is available
through Parks Canada and through provincial literature.

Wildlife Corridors and Interfaces
Recommendation/Action

Leader

Priority

cost

timing

1. High priority of Bear Aware education to
residents in these areas.

RBAS

High

Low

Ongoing

2. Encourage residents in these areas,
particularly CPR hill to clear heavy brush
around their house, thus improving visibility.

RBAS/City

High

Low

Ongoing

3. Educate parents living along wildlife
corridors to closely monitor their children, and
educate children about what to do if you see a
bear.

Parents/
RBAS/
School
District

High

Low

Ongoing

4. Work closely with the Community Wildland
Fire Protection Committee to identify areas that
are mutually beneficial to decrease wildfire
potential and bear security cover.

City/RBAS/
Community
Wildland Fire
Protection
Committee

Med

High

Ongoing
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School yards
Recommendation/Action

Leader

Priority

cost

timing

5. Continue to provide education in the schools School
regarding bear biology, ecology and safety.
district/RBAS

High

Low

Ongoing

6. Consider reducing or thinning the heavily
forested areas at Arrow Heights and Columbia
Park Elementary schools.

School
district

Med

Med

Ongoing

Leader

Priority

cost

timing

7. Check and replace signs on the River Trail
City/
path by the Green Belt and by the Big Eddy
Park, warning of a high potential for bear
encounters, include information regarding dogs
and bears.

High

Med

2020

8. Continue to monitor parks and trails for fruit
trees, and remove them.

City/residents
of Big Eddy/
RBAS

High

Low

Ongoing

9. Continue removal of vegetation on edges of
dike on the main trail to increase line of sight.

BC Hydro

Med

Med

Ongoing

10. Install adequate number of bear resistant
bins at all City soccer fields and ball diamonds
where needed for special events.

City

High

High

2020

11. When replacing or adding trees to City
parks, plant non-ruit bearing trees

City

High

Low

Ongoing

12. When new pathways and trails are
designed in the City, ensure trails allow for
increased visibility to prevent bear encounters.

City

High

Low

unknown

Recommendation/Action

Leader

Priority

cost

timing

13. Provide Bear Aware education materials to
municipal campgrounds, also Blanket Creek
and Martha Creek provincial campgrounds.

RBAS

High

Low

Ongoing

Parks and pathway systems
Recommendation/Action

Campgrounds
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Golf course
Recommendation/Action

Leader

Priority

cost

timing

14. Garbage cans are emptied just prior to
closing for the day or replaced with bear
resistant garbage bins.

Revelstoke
Golf course

High

Low

Ongoing

15. Monitor fruit trees on the course so they do
not become bear attractants.

Revelstoke
Golf course

High

Low

Ongoing

Queen Victoria Hospital and Mount Cartier Extended Care Cottages
Recommendation/Action

Leader

Priority

cost

timing

16. Bear safety information is available to care
givers and residents.

Interior
regional
health/ RBAS

High

Low

2020

Recommendation/Action

Leader

Priority

cost

timing

17. Bear Aware Education continue to
residents in that neighbourhood.

RBAS

High

Low

Ongoing

18. The “Caution Bears in Area” sign at the
spawning channel is maintained.

City/RBAS

High

Med

Ongoing

Recommendation/Action

Leader

Priority

cost

timing

19. The City of Revelstoke requires Canadian
Pacific to have certified bear resistant garbage
bins on site.

City

High

Low

2020

20. Canadian Pacific continues to provide their
employees with information about bear safety.

CP Rail

High

Low

Ongoing

Bridge Creek Spawning Channel

Canadian Pacific Rail Yard
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Revelstoke Mountain Resort (RMR) resort development
Recommendation/Action

Leader

Priority

cost

timing

21. Ensure visitors and staﬀ receive Bear
Aware education

RMR/RBAS

High

Low

Ongoing

22. Ensure the resort follows the Master
Development Plan recommendations that
pertain to Bear Smart development.

RMR/City/
Ministry of
the
Environment

High

High

Ongoing

Recommendation/Action

Leader

Priority

cost

timing

23. Provide a bear safety public education
program

Parks Canada High

Low

In place

24. Support environmental education eﬀorts
such as Revelstoke Bear Aware program

Parks Canada High

Low

In place

25. Participate on Revelstoke Bear
Management Committee

Parks Canada High

Low

In place

26. communicate with Revelstoke Bear Aware
regarding bear incidents that might aﬀect the
city.

Parks Canada Med
/RBAS

Low

In place

Mount Revelstoke National Park

2.3 Maintaining Communication Among Agencies
Revelstoke Bear Aware and the City of Revelstoke encourage residents to call bear
sightings to the Revelstoke Bear Aware phone line (250-837-8624) or to the Report
All Poachers and Polluters (RAPP) line. A report from the calls made to the RAPP
line is emailed on a daily basis to the Bear Aware coordinator. The report includes
the general location of the sighting, and the attractant is noted if present. This
information is used as a means of targeting Bear Aware education in the community
as well as a means of predicting bear movement in the community. The Revelstoke
Bear Aware coordinator also works closely with the local Bylaw Officers and
Conservation Officers to identify where Bear Aware education is needed. Parks
Canada also provides information on bear sightings in the park, through weekly
reports.
City residents are encouraged to report unmanaged attractants to the SeeClickFix
app, or use the online reporting form: http://revelstoke.ca/381/Report-A-Concern.
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Conclusion
Over the past 25 years our community has made great strides in reducing humanbear conflicts. Actions by Revelstoke Bear Aware, the City of Revelstoke, Parks
Canada, and the BC Conservation Officer Service have reduced the numbers of
bears entering the community.
There is still more to be done. By addressing the issues and actions outlined in this
report, the City and surrounding area will be safer, and our local bears will stay wild.
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Appendix 1:
Revelstoke Bear Aware Society Program Delivery: Presentations and
Public displays in 2019

Date

Event

People in
Attendance

Feb

School Presentations x2

40

March

CBT Community Meeting

150

NCES Sustainable Living Expo

47

April

Pruning Workshop

6

May

Electric Fence Workshop

7

International Students

13

Farmer’s Market

151

Night Market

49

City Council Presentation

14

Farmer’s Market

212

Farmer’s Market

171

Night Market

61

Farmer's Market

257

Railway Days

42

Fall Street Fest

184

Bear Aware Aﬀair

250

Kokanee FishFest

98

Cool Kids PreSchool x2

27

Arrow Heights Elementary x2

32

Begbie View Elementary

14

June

July

August

September

October
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November

Okanagan College

3

Living Library at Arrow Heights
Elementary

74

Welcome Week

101

RSS Enviro Expo

178
Total: 2,031

For a complete description of the Revelstoke Bear Aware community education
program and initiatives, read the 2019 Annual Report at: https://
revelstokebearaware.org/bear-aware-publishes-its-2019-annual-report
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